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1 Introduction

1.1 Power electronics

Power electronics have played an important role in the field of energy conversion,
required in all stages of energy production, transportation and final consumption.
For instance, households systems contain one AD/DC converter and then multiple
DC/DC converters. The main purpose of power conversion is to transform input
voltage and current to desired output values with no power losses. As power conver-
sion without losses is no physically realizable, maximum power efficiency is intended
in any power electronics application.

First developed power converters were based on linear structures [1]. Never-
theless, these systems had important power losses, as converter transistors worked
within active zone and therefore the product of voltage per current was not null.
Switched power converters were then developed [2], which provided higher efficien-
cies. They are based on transistors and diodes working as switches, which ideally
have null voltage and current product. Moreover, switched power converters are
composed of reactive elements such as inductors and capacitors, which ideally do
not dissipate power. Hence, although no ideal behavior of switches neither pure
reactive elements can be reached, switched power converters have high efficiencies
and therefore they are commonly used.

Operation switching frequency is a key design point. As it was previously in-
troduced, the transistors work ideally as switches and they commutate between two
states at high frequency. Generally, a switching frequency increase leads to smaller
reactive components, which in turn reduces the cost, size and weight of the con-
verter. Consequently, the switching frequency has to be fixed as high as possible. In
fact, the switching frequency of a power converter is usually limited by the switching
transistors, in particular their maximum switching frequency and their conduction
and switching losses. Once the switching elements have been selected, the converter
switching frequency is accordingly defined.

At the same time, with a given switching frequency, the rest of the converter
elements can be optimized. Mainly the selection of the capacitors and the inductors
can be optimized in order to produce low losses at the working switching frequency,
since the current and voltage ripples are perfectly known.

1.2 Control techniques in power electronics

As systems exposed to disturbances, the switched power converters require con-
trollers in order to suitably perform their tasks. In general, the converters can be
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described in the state space as bilinear systems, with discontinuities in the right-
hand side. The discontinuities are produced by the transistors control inputs, u. In
order to remove the discontinuity from the equations, an averaged state space mod-
eling is performed, replacing such discontinuous signal by the corresponding duty
cycles, d. As a consequence, the resulting state space vector of the averaged models
does not include high frequency ripples.

Nowadays, the well-known linear control techniques [3] are widely used in the
switched power converters. Linear control is easily implemented through pulse-width
modulator (PWM) with fixed switching frequency, using d as the control input. For
most of the applications, the PWM-based linear control theory is enough to provide
a desirable performance in the systems, but, for specific applications, a different
control technique could be necessary. The main drawback of linear control is that
it uses an averaged linealized model for a certain working condition in the design
stage. As a consequence, performance is usually compromised if converter working
conditions vary from the designed ones. On the whole, the design results in a high
dependency on the converter elements, and the system is not robust enough to dis-
turbances and parameters drifts.

The Sliding Mode Control (SMC) [4] constitutes an alternative to the classical
linear controllers. This methodology, which can be classified as a nonlinear control
technique provides benefits to the power converters control. Besides the well-known
robustness, the order reduction and a fast transient response, the first order SMC
uses as control outputs non-continuous signals with two allowable states, which
perfectly matches with the physical structure of the power converters, transistors
acting as switches. Moreover, the methodology works with the system state space
equations without linealization process, and as a consequence, the provided stability
conditions are, in general, more global.

1.3 Problematics and research objectives

In the literature, one can find several works studying the Terminal SM control.
Nevertheless, it is hard to find design and implementation methods for this type of
control. Moreover, the few works that present some type of experimental results
use low switching frequencies [5],[6], while power electronics are characterized for
operating at high frequencies.

Given this problematic, the first objective is to analyze terminal SM controllers
and to establish a general design rule. The second objective of this work is to find a
implementation method applicable to different SM controllers with high switching
frequencies operation. Finally, all the developed theories will be experimentally
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tested.

1.4 Work structure

Work structure is organized as follows. In section 2 it is presented the power electron-
ics system to control, a Buck converter, and its modes of behaving and differential
equations are found. Then, ideal sliding mode controllers are introduced, and its
main advantages and drawbacks. As it is found the necessity of limiting switching
frequency, hysteresis-based SM controllers are presented. Following same structure,
theoretical study of different SM controllers is realized, and design decisions are
made for the case of Buck converter SM controller. First ideal simulations are
made, using same simulation setup for the ideal and hysteresis-based SM controllers
so as to make a comparative analyze and to make any redesign decision if necessary.

Section 3 deals with all aspects related with designed SM controllers implemen-
tation into Buck converter. It includes the block diagram of closed loop and details
its parts and functions. Subsequent subsections present control sampling and its
drawbacks in terms of control deterioration. Consequently, discrete simulations in-
cluding control sampling are studied in order to find a way of counteract sampling
consequences. As a result of this analysis, prediction and control duty modulation
methods are proposed and developed.

At this point, controller has been designed and simulated by taking into consid-
eration all implementation related aspects: quantification, sampling, computation
delay, converter loses, prediction and control duty modulation. Section 4 gives an
overview of power and control stages of implementation, presents experimentation
results of designed controllers.

Finally, relevant conclusions are extracted from all working process but specially
from the evaluation of design and implementation methods.
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2 SM control design for Buck converter

2.1 Buck converter model

Fig. 1 shows a typical DC-DC synchronous buck power converter. It consists of
a DC input voltage (E), two controlled switches (M1,M2), a filter capacitor (C), a
filter inductor (L) and a load resistance (R). Input control u ∈ {0, 1} defines the
converter switching condition; it takes ’1’ for ON state or conducting state and
’0’ for OFF state. Therefore, the dynamic behavior of the converter operating in
continuous conduction mode can be written as:

diL
dt

=
1

L
(E − vc) (1)

dvc
dt

=
1

C
(iL −

vc
R

) (2)

for switching condition ON (Fig. 2), and

diL
dt

= −vc
L

(3)

dvc
dt

=
1

C
(iL −

vc
R

) (4)

for switching condition OFF (Fig. 3), where iL the inductance current is and vc the
output voltage, respectively. Combining (1-4), a general expression of the converter
dynamics is obtained:

diL
dt

=
1

L
(uE − vc) (5)

dvc
dt

=
1

C
(iL −

vc
R

) (6)

E

M1

u = 1

u = 0

L

C R vc

iL
M2

Figure 1: DC-DC Buck reducting converter
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Figure 2: Ideal DC-DC Buck converter working in ON switching condition
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Figure 3: Ideal DC-DC Buck converter working in OFF switching condition

In order to design the SM controller, the state variables to be controlled are
defined as below:

x1 = vc − v∗c (7)

x2 = ẋ1 = v̇c (8)

where x1 and x2 are the output error and its derivative, and v∗c denotes the DC
reference for the output voltage. The x1 and x2 state variables compose the phase
plane studied throughout next sections.
In order to analyze the behavior of the converter inductor current during the con-
troller design process, inductor current is expressed in terms of x1 and x2 state
variables replacing the relations (7) and (8) in (6):

iL = Cx2 +
1

R
(x1 + v∗c ) (9)

Final state equations for controlled buck converter are obtained by taking the
time derivative of (6) and (5):

ẋ1 = x2 (10)

ẋ2 = − x2
RC

+ w2
o(uE − v∗c − x1) (11)

where w2
o = 1

LC
is the resonance frequency of the converter filter. In previous sec-

tions plane defined by the variables x1 and x2 will be referred as phase plane.
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2.2 Sliding Mode (SM) controllers

Sliding mode (SM) control is a non-linear control widely used due to its simplic-
ity and easy implementation, fast dynamic response, order reduction and strong
robustness with respect to parameter uncertainties and system disturbances. The
fundamental principle of SM controllers is to drive the controlled state variables’
trajectories to the desired steady state using a certain SM surface as a reference
path. Therefore, ideal SM control is theoretically achieved when the following con-
ditions are guaranteed: the reaching condition, the existence condition, the stability
condition and the condition of infinite switching frequency [7]. The satisfaction of
the reaching condition guarantees that the system will reach the sliding surface re-
gardless of the initial condition. On the other hand, the satisfaction of the existence
condition assures that the state will be driven towards the sliding surface when it
is located close to the sliding surface in the phase plane. Finally, the satisfaction of
the stability condition ensures that the state trajectory will reach a stable steady
state when the SM control is applied [8]. The design of SMC consists of defining a
sliding surface, which determines the dynamic response of the system and drives the
state variables of the system to the steady state. Secondly, the control parameters
are chosen in order to meet the conditions previously mentioned.

The principle of operation of SMC is to drive the trajectory of the state variables
toward the origin in the phase plane, the desired stable state, through a certain
sliding surface of the control law. In the case of Buck converter, it is appropriate to
define the switching function as follows:

u = −1

2
(sign(s)− 1) (12)

where u is the input control and defines the logic state of the converter, and s is the
instantaneous state variable’s trajectory. The sliding surface, a curve in the state
phase plane, is defined by enforcing s = 0. Hence, u = 0 when the system trajectory
is above the sliding surface in the phase plane (s > 0), and u = 1 when it is located
below the sliding surface (s < 0).

SM controller process is commonly divided into two phases. The first phase or
reaching phase consists in making the controlled state variables’ trajectory converge
to the sliding surface. The second phase or sliding phase starts when the system tra-
jectory is within a small vicinity of the sliding surface. Then, the controlled switching
maintains the trajectory within a small vicinity of the sliding surface, used as a ref-
erence, and drives it towards the origin in the phase plane or the steady-state. It
is possible through the existence and the stability conditions. Therefore, when the
system operates in SM its ideal trajectory is defined by s = 0. Consequently, the
dynamic of the system can be designed by choosing the proper sliding surface.
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2.2.1 Quasi Sliding Mode Control

It has been introduced the perfect sliding control operation, in which the controlled
state variables follow the reference track or sliding surface exactly. From (12), it
is clear that ideal sliding mode can only be achieved if the system operates in in-
finite switching frequency. However, high switching frequencies causes substantial
switching losses, transformer core and inductor loses and EMI-noise issues. Hence,
an infinite switching frequency is not possible for SM controllers applied in DC-DC
converters and the switching frequency has to be restricted within a practical range.

Quasi Sliding Mode (QSM) control is an approximation of the ideal SM control,
and it is characterized by the constriction of the converter switching frequency. As
a result of this limitation, there is a reduction of the system’s robustness and a
deterioration of the regulation properties. The switching frequency can be limited
using different methods such as hysteresis, constant sampling frequency, constant
switching frequency, constant ON state time, limited maximum switching frequency,
etc. Typically and hereinafter, QSM controller is referred to as SM controller.

Conventional Hysteresis Modulation (HM)-Based Sliding Mode controller is the
most popular method that limits the switching frequency. The main reason for using
HM-Based SM controller is that it is easily implemented, as it does not require
additional computation neither circuitry. To implement the technique to the SM
controller, the control law (12) is redefined as

u =


1, when s < −h
0, when s > h
previous value, otherwise

(13)

where h > 0 is an small value called hysteresis. The hysteresis magnitude is a design
parameter to set the bpund of the switching frequency.

Throughout this section, some first order SMC proposals are introduced and
their properties and stability are analyzed through the control of a non-linear sys-
tem, a DC-DC Buck converter.

2.2.2 Conventional Sliding Mode (CSM) controller

Conventional Sliding Mode (CSM) controller is characterized by a linear sliding
surface in the phase plane. The switching function s is expressed as

s = λx1 + x2; (14)
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where λ > 0 is a real time-invariant sliding coefficient. For future calculations, the
s time derivative expression is obtained from (14) using (10) and (11):

ṡ =
(
λ− 1

RC

)
x2 + w2

0(uE − v∗c − x1) (15)

As previously mentioned, the sliding surface s = 0 represents a line in the phase
plane called sliding line, which has an slope m = −λ and crosses the origin. Then,
output voltage error dynamics during SM is defined by the sliding line, and its
expression can obtained by imposing s = 0 in (14) and using (10):

x1(t) = x1(0)e−λt (16)

The reaching condition is guaranteed by the definition of control law (12) for the
ideal converter and (13 for the non-ideal finite switching frequency case. To meet
the existence condition, a Lyapunov’s function is defined as

V =
1

2
s2 (17)

where V = 0 in sliding surface and V > 0 for all other states in phase plane. Then,
the time derivative of Lyapunov’s function is described as

V̇ = s · ṡ (18)

Hence, the existence condition is satisfied if V̇ ≤ 0 is true for a small vicinity of
the sliding surface. Consequently, the asymptotically stable trajectory will remain
within a small vicinity of the sliding surface. Then, the existence condition is ex-
pressed as

lim
s→0

sṡ < 0 (19)

The phase plane region within a small vicinity of sliding surface is described as the
hysteresis band, which satisfies −h < s < h. Then, replacing the time derivative of
(19), the existence condition can be written as{

ṡ < 0, when 0 < s < h
ṡ > 0, when − h < s < 0

(20)

Regarding the Buck converter, using the expressions (15) and (12) into (20) the
following existence condition inequalities are obtained:{

l1 =
(
λ− 1

RC

)
x2 + w2

0(−v∗c − x1) < 0, when 0 < s < h
l2 =

(
λ− 1

RC

)
x2 + w2

0(E − v∗c − x1) > 0, when − h < s < 0
(21)

where l1 and l2 describe lines in the phase plane.
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Existence condition can be equivalently analyzed through the definition of equiv-
alent control ueq, which satisfies s = ṡ = 0. For next SM controllers only this method
will be used, as it is has been found to be more direct to use. This method states
that sliding behavior is guaranteed and existence condition is fulfilled when equiv-
alent control ueq [4] has a value within the minimum and the maximum of control
variable u. Therefore, from the ideal control law (12) the following inequality is
obtained:

0 < ueq < 1 (22)

This expression depends on the system operating state and parameters. By imposing
ṡ = 0 it is obtained:

uCSMeq =
1

w2
0 E

( x2
RC

+
1

LC
(x1 + v∗c )− λx2

)
, (23)

It can be expressed as a function of state variable x1 when it is used s = 0:

uCSMeq =
1

w2
0 E

(
− λx1
RC

+
1

LC
(x1 + v∗c ) + λ2x1

)
, (24)

It must not be forgotten that ueq is only defined in the switching sliding surface, as
its expression is obtained through the imposition of s = 0. Therefore, when (23)
is used, its result refers to ueq value that would be obtained for state (x1, x2) if it
were a state contained in the sliding surface. On the other hand, (24) provides the
equivalent control of each sliding surface state defined by λ value, and it is expressed
as a function of x1.

Finally, to meet the stability condition, when operating in SM the sliding line
must direct the state trajectory toward an stable steady state, the origin. Then, it
must be imposed λ > 0 to reach system stability, as if λ < 0 then x1 moves away
from the origin. From (16) it follows that x1(t) tends to origin exponentially, that is
to say, converges to steady state in infinite time. However, the time tSMf is defined
in order to make comparisons between different sliding-mode controllers. It stands
for the sliding time required to slide from an initial state (with x1(t0)) to another
state closer to the steady state (with x1(tf )), both states belonging to the sliding
surface. Therefore, from (16) one gets

tCSMf = −1

λ

∫ x1(tf )

x1(t0)

dx1
x1

=
1

λ

(
ln |x1(t0)| − ln |x1(tf )|

)
(25)

Sliding coefficient λ is designed to impose a converter current limitation and
considering the conditions previously developed. It is known that the converter
suffers a current maximum when it starts up. Assuming the converter reactive
elements have initially no load (iL = 0 y vc = 0), the initial operating state in
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phase plane is given by the vector (x1(0) = −v∗c , x2(0) = 0). Accordingly, in order
to design a swithing or sliding surface that limits the maximum current value iLmax,
λ is such that the reaching or free trajectory from initial start up state (with u = 1)
intersects the switching surface for (x̃1, x̃2) state, which will be the trajectory state
with maximum current. From (9) and imposing iL = iLmax, the following relation is
obtained:

x̃2 =
1

C
iLmax −

1

RC
(x̃1 + v∗c ) (26)

It should be noted that x̃1 value is found through numeric procedures from the solu-
tion of the system defined by (10) and (11). From this result, the sliding coefficient
λ is obtained imposing that the state (x̃1, x̃2) belongs to the sliding surface. Hence
from (14):

λ = − x̃2
x̃1

(27)

Once the system reaches the switching surface and the inequality 0 < ueq < 1 is
satisfied, it begins to slide and the system trajectory (x1(t), x2(t)) is driven toward
the steady state through the switching surface.

It is important to highlight that (27) is only valid for an ideal CSM controller
with infinite switching frequency; it gives poor results when working with Hysteresis-
Based controllers. The reason of this deterioration when using hysteresis modulation
is that the input control does not change when the trajectory reaches the switching
surface but the hysteresis bands. That is to say, if the system starts up and starts
a trajectory from an state located below the sliding surface (u = 1 and s < 0),
the system switching will occur when the trajectory hits the positive hysteresis
band (s = h) instead of the switching surface (s = 0). As a result, the iL overshoot
during reaching mode will be higher than desired. In order to prevent it, equation 27
is redefined by imposing that (x1(0) = −v∗c , x2(0) = 0) state belongs to the positive
hysteresis band s = h, and the resulting λ design equation is redefined as

λ =
h− x̃2
x̃1

(28)

where h is the hysteresis parameter introduced in section 2.2.1.

CSM controller is a reliable controller easy to design and implement, an it is
widely used in power electronic applications. Nevertheless, Terminal and Fast Ter-
minal SM controllers are introduced as they provide faster dynamics and therefore
the system can reach the steady-state in less time. The drawback of this type of
controllers is that they require a more delicate design and adjustment, and there is
no general design law; each proposal must be carefully analyzed when designing and
implementing this controllers.
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2.2.3 Terminal Sliding Mode (TSM) controller

TSM controller is characterized by the non-linear switching function

st = λxγ1 + x2 (29)

where λ > 0 and 0 <
(
γ = n

d

)
< 1 where n and d are positive and odd integers. These

conditions for sliding parameters are obtained bellow from existence and stability
conditions.

As for 0 < γ < 1, xγ1 term has multiple complex solutions when x1 < 0. One
of the solutions will be real if n and d are positive odd integers. In particular, the
sliding surface related computations will use only the real solution, therefore the n
and d condition is imposed during the controller design. On addition, if the real
solution of xγ1 is chosen, this function will have an odd behavior with respect to
x1. Hence, for computation purposes (29) is modified by the following first-order
nonlinear differential equation:

st = λ|x1|γ sign(x1) + x2 (30)

For future references, the expression of switching function time derivative is calcu-
lated using (10):

ṡt = λγxγ−11 x2 + ẋ2 (31)

From (29), the terminal sliding or switching surface can be deduced by imposing
s = 0. It represents a curve in state variables phase plane described by the following
equation:

x2 = −λxγ1 (32)

It should be noted that, as in the case of the CSM controller, TSM surface contains
the origin, which is the system desired stable state. Therefore, the non-linear TSM
dynamics can be expressed in terms of x1 state variable as

ẋ1 = −λxγ1 (33)

whose solution in the forward time direction is unique for any nonzero initial condi-
tion x1(t0):

|x1(t)|1−γ − |x1(t0)|1−γ = −λ (1− γ)(t− t0), (34)

From (34), and defining t0 = 0, the zero output voltage error x1 = 0 is reached for
the temporal instant:

tTSMs =
|x1(0)|1−γ

λ (1− γ)
, (35)
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From this expression, it is deduced that high values of λ and γ are preferred in
order to obtain a low tTSMs , that is to say, ro reach steady-state faster.

At this point, it should be noted that the origin is reached in finite time, which
is the reason why the SM controller is called terminal. It is the main difference
between the conventional and the terminal SM controller, the motivation behind
its utilization even though it is more difficult to design and to implement than the
conventional controller.

As for in the case of CSM controller, an alternative time is defined which refers
to the time required to slide from one state of the sliding surface to another, closer
to the origin. From (34) one gets:

tTSMf = −1

λ

∫ x1(tf )

x1(t0)

dx1
xγ1

=
|x1(t0)|1−γ − |x1(tf )|1−γ

λ (1− γ)
, (36)

where x1(t0) is the initial value of state variable x1, and x1(tf ) is the final value.

By using the same argument as for CSM controller, reaching condition is guar-
anteed by the control law definition (12) and (13).

The existence condition, which guarantees the phase trajectory is maintained
within a small vicinity of the sliding mode surface once it has been hit, is derived
from Lyaponov’s second method which ensures the asymptotic stability. As in the
previous conventional controller, the Lyaponov’s function is defined as (17), and
thus the existence condition is given by (19). By replacing s and ṡ for the case of
TSM controller (29) and (31) and using the relation (11), the existence condition
results in:

lim
s→0

((
λγxγ−11 − 1

RC

)
x2 + w2

0(uE − v∗c − x1)
)
< 0 (37)

This condition is studied using the equivalent control law ueq, which refers to
the u value the system should have to maintain sliding behavior. It is obtained by
imposing s = ṡ = 0 and, as in CSM controller, and to fulfill existence condition its
value during sliding dynamics must be contained within range 0 < ueq < 1. Its
expression is given by:

uTSMeq =
1

w2
0 E

( x2
RC

+ w2
0 (x1 + v∗c )− λ γ x

γ−1
1 x2

)
. (38)

As ueq expression is obtained by imposing s = 0, it really does make sense only
within the sliding surface; therefore an alternative expression of equivalent control
law by using sliding surface relation (32) is

uTSMeq =
1

w2
0 E

(
− λxγ1
RC

+ w2
o (x1 + v∗c ) + λ2 γ x2γ−11

)
. (39)
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Conversely, stability condition is studied from sliding dynamics (33). It is clear
from (33) that the origin, contained in the sliding surface, is an steady state as when
x1 = 0 then ẋ1 = 0. Therefore, stability condition is guaranteed if the state tra-
jectory is directed toward the origin in sliding mode from any sliding surface state.
That is to say, λ must take a value so that ẋ1 > 0 when x1 < 0 and ẋ1 < 0 when
x1 > 0. Hence, stability condition is met for λ > 0.

Concerning the parameter γ, the range of optimal values is obtained also from
(33). It is straightforward to notice that 0 < γ < 1 causes a lower convergence rate
far from the origin and a far more fast convergence close to the origin with respect
to the conventional method. On the contrary, when γ > 1 then fast dynamics is
obtained far from steady state, and it slows down as it converges to the origin. As
a consequence, it is enforced that 0 < γ < 1. Furthermore, the existence condition
in (37) may results in a singularity for x1 = 0 and x2 6= 0 when x1 exponent term
2γ − 1 < 0. To avoid the singularity, the more restricted γ condition 2γ − 1 > 0

is defined, which results in
1

2
< γ < 1. For the case of 0 < γ <

1

2
the existence

condition singularity must be studied carefully.

As dealing with the same Buck converter, the desired reaching state (x̃1, x̃2) is
determined using the same procedure detailed for CSM converter. Equivalently, by
imposing that the mentioned state belongs to the terminal sliding surface (29), a
relation between sliding parameters λ and γ is obtained:

λ = − x̃2
xγ1

(40)

for the ideal case. When operating in finite switching frequency, it will be imposed
the state (x̃1, x̃2) belongs to the positive hysteresis band (s = h), which results in
the following relation:

λ =
h− x̃2
x̃γ1

(41)

2.2.4 Fast Terminal Sliding Mode (FTSM) controller

Fast Terminal Sliding Mode (FTSM) controller is defined by its non-linear switching
function

sft = αx1 + βxγ1 + x2, (42)

where 0 <
(
γ = n

d

)
< 1 and n and d are odd and positive integer values. FTSM is

indeed a combination of CSM and TSM previously described. That is to say, when
the system is far from the steady state or origin in the phase plane, the term αx1
dominates over βxγ1 . On the one hand, when trajectory locates far from the origin in
phase plane, then the switching function can be approximated as sft = αx1 + x2 and
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the controller behaves in a similar way to the CMS. On the other hand, when the
system operates close to the steady state, βxγ1 term prevails over αx1, and therefore
the switching function is similar to sft = βxγ1 + x2 and the system behaves as in
TSM case. As CSM has fast dynamics for states far from the steady state or phase
plane origin, and TSM for close ones, then FTSM shows fast dynamics for all sliding
process and a faster convergence than the previous methods.
For the switching function computation it is also necessary to define an analogue
expression of switching function with real solution:

sft = αx1 + β|x1|γ signx1 + x2. (43)

Finally, the expression of switching function derivative is added to be used after-
wards:

ṡft = αx2 + βγxγ−11 + ẋ2. (44)

The switching surface expression is found by forcing sft = 0 in (42):

x2 = −αx1 − βxγ1 . (45)

Therefore, the sliding mode dynamics on the phase plane are driven by the following
differential equation:

ẋ1 = −αx1 − βxγ1 , (46)

whose solution for any nonzero initial condition is unique and it is given by

|x1(t)|1−γ − |x1(t0)|1−γ e−α(1−γ)t =
β

α

(
e−α(1−γ)t − 1

)
. (47)

Sliding time is defined as the time it takes the system to slide from an initial sliding
surface state x1(t0) to the steady state x1 = 0. Its expression is obtained from (47)
with t0 = 0:

tFTSMs =
1

α(1− γ)
ln
(α
β
|x1(0)|1−γ + 1

)
(48)

In order to compare FTSM performance with TSM and CSM in the ideal SM,
it has been defined a time tFTSMf to slide between two states of the sliding surface
using t0 = 0 (from x1(0) to x1(t

FTSM
f )

tFTSMf =
1

α(1− γ)
ln
( α|x1(0)|1−γ + β

α|x1(tFTSMf )|1−γ + β

)
(49)

where x1(t
FTSM
f ) state must be closer to the steady state than x1(0) is.

Reaching, existence and stability conditions have to be taken into account when
designing sliding parameters α, β and γ. Firstly, reaching condition is guaranteed
through control law definition both in the case of ideal controller (12) and in the
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case of switching frequency limited controller (13). Existence and stability condi-
tions have to be analysed more carefully.

Existence condition study is analogous to CMS and TSM, and it is done through
the definition of equivalent control law:

uFTSMeq =
1

w2
0 E

(
(

1

RC
− α)x2 +

1

LC
(x1 + v∗c )− β γ x

γ−1
1 x2

)
(50)

found for ˙sft = 0. By using sft = 0 and its definition (45), the equivalent control
law in the sliding mode surface can be written as

uFTSMeq =
1

w2
0 E

(
(α− 1

RC
)αx1 + (α+αγ − 1

RC
) β xγ1 +

1

LC
(x1 + v∗c )− β2 γ x2γ−11

)
.

(51)
At this point, in order to satisfy existence condition, it is necessary that 0 <
uFTSMeq in the switching surface. When γ value is chosen so that 2γ − 1 < 0
then there is an indeterminacy for state x1 = 0 of switching surface. In this case,
limx1→0−u

FTSM
eq → −∞ through sliding mode surface. This situation will be studied

in detail on following sections.
In order to determine the sliding parameters, the inductor current is limited

as in the previous controllers. Therefore, using the same procedure, the following
conditions between sliding parameters are obtained for the ideal case (52) and for
the real case with hysteresis (53):

β = −αx̃1 + x̃2
x̃γ1

(52)

β = −αx̃1 + x̃2 − h
x̃γ1

(53)
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2.3 Ideal SM controllers simulations

In this section, sliding parameters are designed for a specific Buck converter and
existence and stability conditions introduced for each controller are evaluated. The
parameters of the Buck converter used in simulations and practical implementation
are detailed in Table 1.

Table 1: Simulated converter parameters

Parameter Symbol Value

Input voltage E 40 V

Desired output voltage range v∗c 12-24 V

Inductor L 22 µH

Capacitor C 50 µF

Nominal load R 10 Ω

Desired switching period T ∗ 10 µs

By numerical methods, reaching state is found forcing iLmax = 12A when the
system starts up and consequently initiates a reaching or free trajectory. As stated
in previous sections, it is only the maximum current for theoretical simulations with
infinite switching frequency. for the real case with hysteresis, inductor currents close
to 14A are obtained. Then, as the hysteresis adjustment is subsequent to sliding
parameters design, iLmax = 12A is chosen with a security margin taking into account
that the initial transient will reach currents slightly higher. In short, the following
reaching state is obtained:

(x̃1, x̃2) = (−23.603 V, 1.196 · 105 V/s) (54)

This reaching state is equal for all SM controllers design, as it is obtained after the
first transient of free trajectory. Then, provided that (x̃1, x̃2) state belongs to the
switching surface, it will not depend on the sliding parameters neither the switching
function definition.
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2.3.1 Design of CSM Controller

Sliding coefficient λ is calculated by replacing reaching state (54) in (27), and its
value is

λ
CSM

= 5.067 · 103 (55)

It is important to highlight that a smaller λ value will cause a slower sliding mode,
and a grater λ value will cause an current peak of start-up transient higher than it
is desired. As for controller conditions stated in section 2.2.2, reaching condition is
fulfilled by the control law definition and stability condition is likewise met as λ > 0,
the inequality found in subsection 2.2.2. Otherwise, existence condition satisfaction
is evaluated through ueq as explained in previous sections.

x1

x
2

A

x1

x
2

Reaching point
(x̃1, x̃2)

BA

Amplied view

Figure 4: Phase plane plot of sliding surface (black), ueq = 0 isocurve (blue) and
ueq = 1 isocurve (red) of Conventional SM with λ = 5.067·103. Region of 0 < ueq < 1
in yellow.

It has been highlighted in section 2.2.2 that ueq (23) does makes sense only
when evaluated in the sliding surface states. Therefore, although in Fig. 4 has
been plotted in all phase plane, it does only have meaning in the sliding surface
intersections. Then, existence condition is only guaranteed in the sliding surface
states which satisfies 0 < ueq < 1. In the figure, this translates in the region of
sliding surface contained in yellow painted area. According with this argument, it
has been calculated that for λ = 5.067 · 103 there is a sliding surface state A where
ueq = 0 an a state B where ueq = 1:

A = (−22.959V, 1.1634 · 105 V/s) (56)

B = (15.306V, −7.7558 · 104 V/s) (57)
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where it has been used the expressions of isocurves ueq = 0 (x2ueq=0) and ueq = 1
(x2ueq=1) in phase plane:

x2ueq=0 =
w2

0(x1 + v∗c )

λ− 1

RC

; x2ueq=1 =
w2

0(x1 + v∗c − E)

λ− 1

RC

(58)

From ueq expression resplaced in conventional sliding surface (24), it is direct to
obtain the value of its derivative as a function of variable x1:

dueq
dx1

=
1

w2
oE

(
− λ

RC
+

1

LC
+ λ2

)
= 0.0261 (59)

for chosen value of λ. As its value is constant and positive, it means all states from
sliding surface in between state A and B have 0 < ueq < 1. Conclusively, existence
condition is guaranteed in the sliding surface region between states A and B.

At this point, it is clear that reaching state does not satisfy existence condition
(Fig. 4), so when the system reaches the sliding surface it continues behaving in free
trajectory, it does not begin the sliding. Nevertheless, switching occurs following
control law definition (12) and input control u is changed from u = 1 to u = 0.
According to (??), having −v∗c < x1 < E − v∗c (which corresponds to all x1 possible
values) and x2 > 0 are sufficient conditions so as to have ẋ2 < 0 with u = 0.
Furthermore, from iL differential (5) and knowing the Buck converter voltage output
range 0 < vc < E, it can be deduced that

diL
dt

> 0 if u = 1

diL
dt

< 0 if u = 0

(60)

In conclusion, while the existence condition is not satisfied for (x̃1, x̃2) state, it is
not critical as the free trajectory with u = 0 will reach again the sliding surface
without an overshoot of current additional to the first start-up transient. Through
simulations it has been proved that the second reaching point obtained when the
trajectory reaches the sliding surface for the second time, does satisfy the existence
conditions, and therefore the system begins to slide. To conclude, iLmax is obtained
the first time the system reaches the sliding surface in spite of the fact that it contin-
ues behaving in reaching mode, and it will begin sliding the second time trajectory
gets the sliding surface. All in all, λ value found in (55) fulfills the control require-
ments and it will be used for simulation and implementation of CSM controller.
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λ

γ

Figure 5: Relation of γ - λ pair values that produce a theoretical iLmax = 12A

2.3.2 Design of TSM Controller

Sliding parameters λ and γ of TSM controller have infinite pairs of possible values,
calculated by replacing reaching point (54) in relation (40). Some of them are repre-
sented on Fig. 5 plotted with dots instead of using the curve λ = f(γ) obtained using
the equations mentioned due to the fact that not all values of γ are accepted. This
limitation results from forcing 0 <

(
γ = n

d

)
< 1 where n and d are odd and positive

integer values. This is imposed so as to xγ1 has real solutions for negative values of x1.

Some sliding surfaces are plotted in Fig. 6. It must be noted that CSM controller
is in fact a particular case of TSM controller when γ = 1. From the figure, the fact
that terminal controllers are faster than conventional ones can be easily understood.
It is a fact that, for working conditions (−24V < x1 < 14V ), TSM switching surface
have high values of x2 than CSM surface. As high x2 values results from high ic
currents, it means that for the case of TSM the capacitor is will be charged and
discharged more rapidly. Consequently, TSM dynamics will be faster.

At this point, in order to choose the appropriate pair of values of sliding param-
eters previously described, considerations of stability and sliding time are taken into
account. Firstly, existence condition is evaluated using equivalent control ueq. In or-
der to fulfill existence condition, equivalent control must remain within the margins
(0,1) when the system works in the sliding mode. Using (39), it can be found the
equivalent control along sliding trajectory for different pairs of λ and γ parameters
(Fig. 8).

On the one hand, it has been found the same problematic as with conventional
SM controller; reaching point does not fulfill existence condition, as observable in
Fig 11, 7. Nevertheless, as it happened with conventional controller, it has been
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x1

Reaching state

λ = 5.10 · 103, γ= 1.00

λ = 1.40 · 104, γ= 0.68

λ = 2.98 · 104, γ= 0.44

λ = 6.35 · 104, γ= 0.20

Figure 6: Sliding mode surfaces of CSM and TSM controllers for some values of γ
and λ parameters. iLmax = 12A used. Only plotted for x1 < 0, sliding surfaces have
an odd behavior with respect to x1.

calculated numerically that second reaching state does belong to sliding surface
and that there is no current overshoot in the free trajectory between both reaching
states. On the other hand, the case when |x1| << 1 is more difficult to analyze. For
γ = 0.68, it is obtained ueq = v∗c

E
for state x1 = 0 in the switching surface, which is

the Buck duty in steady-state. Conversely, and as it was stated in section 2.2.3, ueq
has a singularity in state x1 = 0 of sliding surface when it is chosen 0 < γ < 0.5.
In Fig. 8 this singularity is observable for the cases γ = 0.2 and γ = 0.44 as ex-
pected. This indeterminacy causes ueq out of range (0, 1) for the switching surface
states close to the origin. In particular, by using switching surface it can be calcu-
lated limx1→0−ueq → −∞, which causes ueq < 0 for x1 < 0 close to the origin, and
limx1→0+ueq →∞ so that ueq > 1 for low values of x1 > 0.

From ueq equation expressed as a function of x1 and x2 variables (38), it can be
obtained its partial derivative as a function of x2:

∂uTSMeq

∂x2
=

1

w2
0 E

( 1

RC
− λ γ xγ−11

)
. (61)

which is negative for all range of values of x1 ∈ (−v∗c , E− v∗c ) for the values of γ−λ
studied. Secondly, from (38) it is direct to obtain the set of states or isocurves in
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(a) γ = 0.2, λ = 6.35 · 104
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(c) γ = 0.68, λ = 1.41 · 104

Figure 7: Phase plane plot of sliding surface (black), ueq = 0 isocurve (blue) and
ueq = 1 isocurve (red) of Terminal SM with different values of sliding parameters γ
and λ. Region of 0 < ueq < 1 in yellow.

phase plane which have ueq = 0 and ueq = 1:

x2ueq=0 =
w2

0(x1 + v∗c )

λγxγ−11 − 1

RC

; x2ueq=1 =
w2

0(x1 + v∗c − E)

λγxγ−11 − 1

RC

(62)

Then, as the partial derivation of ueq with respect to x2 is negative for the conditions
studied, it can be deduced that the region in state-phase plane contained between
isocurves x2ueq=0 and x2ueq=1 (states so that x2ueq=0 < x2 < x2ueq=1 for a certain x1)
that satisfies ueq ∈ (0, 1). Conclusively, the region of sliding surface contained inside
this region (yellow area in Fig. 7) fulfills existence condition. As stated, in the
figure can be observed that for 0 < γ < 0.5 there is an undesired noncompliance of
existence condition close to the the origin.

Fig. 11 shows the ueq singularity when the system slides from x1 < 0 to x1 = 0.
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It has been calculated numerically the most distant state to origin that belongs
to switching surface which does not fulfill existence condition, that is to say, the
state that has ueq = 0. Although the aforementioned state exists for all controllers
with 0 < γ < 0.5, it is higher enough to be calculated numerically for 0 < γ <
0.454. As a result of this non-compliance of existence condition, for 0 < γ < 0.5
the system trajectory does not remain in the sliding mode but in free trajectory
mode, which causes oscillations of current and output voltage around steady state.
During simulations this phenomena will be observed in detail, but it must be kept in
mind that oscillating around steady state is not necessarily critical if the amplitude
of output voltage and inductor current are low enough, and they decrease when γ
increases.

Figure 8: Equivalent control ueq value along three different sliding surfaces

2.3.3 Design of FTSM Controller

The design of FTSM controller consists on choosing sliding parameters α, β and γ.
In order to do so, two conditions are imposed. Firstly,the current overshoot obtained
during start-up is limited when forcing the reaching state to belong to sliding sur-
face (52), as done during the design of other controllers. Secondly, another condition
can be imposed, as there are more sliding parameters to determine than in previous
designs. It is forced that the reaching point satisfies the existence condition, that is
to say, it satisfies the limit case of ueq = 0. Therefore, all states from the switch-
ing surface with x1 ∈ (−v∗c , 0) satisfy the existence condition, with exception of an
small vicinity around origin. From this two statements, relation of values between
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the sliding parameters are found computationally, and it can be observed in Fig. 9.

Figure 9: Relation of values between FTSM controller sliding coefficients α, β and
γ

Fig. 10 shows the resulting switching surface for some values of the sliding
parameters. As observable, the higher γ is, higher x2 values has the switching
surface, and therefore sliding mode behavior is faster.

As it happened in the case of TSM controller, FTSM controllers with 0 < γ < 0.5
present a singularity of ueq in x1 = x2 = 0. As a result, when the system slides to
steady-state using switching surface it loses its sliding behavior and oscillates around
steady-state in free trajectory. Fig. 11 shows the value of x1 from sliding surface
that has ueq = 0, which causes the system to oscillate round the steady state in
reaching or free behavior. As observable in the figure, the comparative analysis
of this phenomena between terminal and fast-terminal SM controllers gives a very
similar result between controllers, with terminal being slightly better in ideal motion.
Moreover, it is also noted that for values of γ high enough this consequence is not
critical, as the hysteresis will cause never to reach the state where existence condition
is lost.

On the other hand, FTSM has a faster sliding dynamics than TSM for γ > 0.2
as observable in Fig. 12. From equations (35) and (48), sliding time needed to take
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Figure 10: Sliding mode surfaces of FTSM controllers for some values of γ, β and α
sliding parameters. iLmax = 12A used.

Figure 11: State variables x1 and x2 of the switching surface state in the left semi-
plane of plane-phase that takes ueq = 0. Blue for TSM controllers, red for FTSM
controllers.
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the system from initial voltage error x1 = −24V to x1 = 0V is calculated for TSM
and FTSM controllers as a function of sliding parameter γ. As it is stated in section
2.2.2, the time calculated is infinite for CSM controller.

Figure 12: Theoretical sliding times tTSMs and tFTSMs for the sliding motion from
x1i = −24V to x1f = 0V

All in all, it has been found that TSM and FTSM controllers with low γ values
(and the correspondent values of λ for TSM, and α and β for FTSM) are desired
in order to obtain low sliding time. Contrarily, γ has to be reasonable high due to
existence condition. As a compromise, γ = 0.44 has been chosen for terminal and
fast terminal controllers. It has been added in Table 2 with the designed sliding
coefficients of CSM, TSM and FTSM controllers as a summary of design sections.
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Table 2: Sliding coefficients designed for CSM, TSM and FTSM controllers

SM controller Sliding Coefficient Value

Conventional λ 5.076 · 103

Terminal λ 2.978 · 104

Terminal γ 0.44

Fast-Terminal α −2.1430 · 103

Fast-Terminal β 4.2346 · 104

Fast-Terminal γ 0.44

2.3.4 Ideal SM controller simulation results

In this section, the numeric ideal simulationz of conventional, terminal and fast-
terminal SM control for the case of γ = 0.44 are presented. Buck converter parame-
ters are detailed in Table 1, and designed sliding coefficients used are summarized in
Table 2. The following has been realized using ode23tb Simulink solver, an imple-
mentation of implicit Runge-Kutta with trapezoidal rule step as its first stage and
backward differentiation of second order as its second stage. It has been chosen a
maximum step size of 2 · 10−8 and a relative tolerance of 1 · 10−6 to simulation ideal
continue behavior. The simulation setup is described bellow.

Buck converter starts-up with initial condition vc = 0V , desired output voltage
v∗c = 24V and load R = 10Ω. At instant t = 5ms there is a change of output voltage
reference to v∗c = 12V , and v∗c = 24V is recovered again when t = 8ms. Finally,
at time t = 12.5ms converter’s load value takes the value of R = 10Ω, and when
t = 12.5ms is value is modified again to R = 5Ω. In all section graphics it is used
black color line for SM controller dynamics, blue one for TSM controller and red one
for the case of FTSM controller. Green color line is used for output voltage reference.

Fig. 13 shows the complete simulation results for the patterns previously de-
scribed. When there is a change of reference output voltage the system loses the
steady-state. It behaves in free or reaching mode until it reaches the switching sur-
face again and slides to the origin or steady-state. It has been proved that for the
ideal infinite switching frequency, FTSM is faster than TSM with the same value
of γ, as observed during design phase in Fig. 12. Furthermore, and as expected,
conventional SM controller is the slowest one. This result can be explained due to
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Figure 13: Complete ideal continuous simulation for CSM (black), TSM (blue)
and FTSM (red) controllers with γ = 0.44. Output voltage vc, reference output
voltage v∗c and inductor current iL along simulation time. Detailed zoom in relevant
transition instants.

the fact that higher values of inductor current are reached during sliding mode for
the FTSM controller.

Figure 14 shows the system transients in start-up and due to reference output
voltage change. As in ideal simulations without hysteresis, free and sliding mode
trajectory are easily differentiable. Fig. 14a will be commented in detail, but the
same behavior can be observed in Fig. ??. System is initially in state x1 = −24V
and x2 = 0V/s. Then, it begins its free trajectory until it reaches the switching
surface at x2 = 12 · 104V/s. Then, the system switches and for CSM and TSM con-
trollers it does a small free trajectory until it reaches the switching surface a second
time (not observable in the figure as the second reaching state is located very close
to the first one). Then, controllers begin sliding through the switching surface to
the phase plane origin. The system slides exactly through switching surface as no
hysteresis neither sampling is considered; trajectory follows the trace of the sliding
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(b) Output reference voltage v∗c change
from 24V to 12V (t = 5ms to t = 5.5ms)

Figure 14: Ideal system trajectory on the phase planes for CSM (black), TSM (blue)
and FTSM (red) controllers. Sliding parameters obtained through design used.

surface, linear in phase plane for CSM controller. Finally, in Fig. 13 can be observed
that the trajectory reaches the steady-state in approximately 0.29ms for FTSM con-
troller and 0.34ms for the case of TSM controller. Finally, CSM never reaches the
steady state, and it rests sliding to the origin. Nevertheless, it is a theoretical re-
sult; if a relative error of output voltage of 2% is considered, CSM needs 0.78ms
to reach steady-state. It is clearly slower than terminal and fast terminal SM modes.

Finally, it is observed that changes in the value of R affect less more than changes
in reference output voltage, which in ideal simulations does not cause and overshoot
of current neither voltage.

2.4 Hysteresis-based SM controller simulations

From this point, design and simulations has been done for the ideal controllers
with infinite switching frequency. As stated in section 2.2.1, no implementation can
reach infinite switching frequencies. Therefore, the controllers must be evaluated
considering the hysteresis applied.

2.4.1 Bounded switching frequency SM controllers

As real Buck converter will have a limitation of switching frequency, it is necessary
to introduce hysteresis in SM controllers, and therefore the proper value of hysteresis
has to be found. In [[9]] a relation between hysteresis value and switching frequency
is found by approximating the sliding behavior in the vicinity of the switching surface
as linear in phase plane (63). Then, ideal hysteresis is obtained in order to get the
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desired switching frequency or the system:

Tk = 2h (ρ+k − ρ
−
k ) (63)

where ρ+k and ρ−k are the inverse of switching function derivative ṡ in converter
switching condition ON and OFF respectively, and Tk is the switching period. From
the definition of switching function s of studied controllers is direct to notice that
linear approximation of sliding behavior is more realistic in the case of SMC than
for TSM and FTSM, as they have non-linear switching functions (14),(29) and (42).

In order to find the proper value of hysteresis that will make the system commute
at a desired frequency, (63) is used by replacing the values obtained in simulation
from Fig. 15 for SMC controller (blue trace) and isolating hysteresis:

h =
Tk

2 (ρ+k − ρ
−
k )

= 2.0541 · 104 (64)

where ρ+k = 1
6.8583·109 = 1.4581 · 10−10 s−1 and ρ−k = 1

−1.0245·1010 = −9.7609 · 10−11 s−1

is obtained from Fig. 15 and Tk = 10µs is the desired switching period to get a
switching frequency of 100kHz.

Figure 15: Switching function s over time around phase plane origin for CSM (black),
TSM (blue) and FTSM(red) controllers with h = 2 · 104, v∗c = 24V and R = 10Ω.
Quasi-continuous simulation with maximum time step of 1 · 10−7, relative tolerance
of 1 · 10−6 and ode23tb Simulink solver.

2.4.2 Existence condition discussion for hysteresis-based SM controllers

Existence condition must be revised when the controller uses hysteresis h > 0, as it
does not exactly slide along the surface as in the ideal controller but it commutes
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within a vicinity of the surface. Drawing in Fig. 16 compares both situations. If
ideal case is considered (Fig. 16a) then existence condition must guaranteed that
ṡ > 0 when ṡ < 0 and equivalently ṡ < 0 when ṡ > 0. As explained adove, this is
studied by the evaluation of ueq on switching surface states. On the contrary, when
hysteresis is applied, controller does not take action, does not cause switching, until
|s| > h (line pattern regions in Fig. 16b) due to the redefinition of control law in
(13). Therefore, existence conditions must be verified in states which are close to
sliding surface but contained in this outer regions. Nevertheless, as hysteresis is a
value of the order of O(−4), this states are not part of sliding surface vicinity. In
order to evaluate existence condition, auxiliary sliding surfaces have to be defined
in Fig. 16b) so as that s̃ = s − h + ε and ŝ = s + h − ε. Then, it is obtained that
the states that must satisfy existence conditions are located in a small vicinity with
respect to this auxiliary surfaces. All in all, for hysteresis-based controllers existence
condition is satisfied when 0 < ueq < 1 in hysteresis sliding surfaces, that is to say,
in the surfaces defined by s+ h = 0 and s− h = 0.

s = 0
s = −ε

s = +ε

s > 0

ṡ < 0

s < 0

ṡ > 0

(a) Ideal SM controller with no hys-
teresis

s = 0

s = h-ε

s = -h+ε

s > 0

ṡ < 0

ŝ = 0

s̃ = 0
s = h

ṡ > 0

ṡ < 0

s̃ = εs = h

s = -h ŝ = ε

s̃ < 0
˙̃s > 0

o

(b) Non-ideal SM controller with hys-
teresis. Region with lined pattern repre-
sents the region when controller causes
switching.

Figure 16: Existence conditions drawing for the ideal and non-ideal SM controllers.
In blue, trajectory states, direction of trajectory and existence conditions.

As observable in Fig. 17, existence condition is more difficult to satisfy when
hysteresis is considered. Nevertheless, for chosen γ = 0.44 the existence condition
is lost for states with |x1| of the order of 10−2 and |x2| aproximatelly 2 · 104, which
will cause unimportant oscillations around steady-state in free trajectory.
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x1 so that s=0 and ueq = 0

x1 so that s=h and ueq = 0

x1 so that s=-h and ueq = 1

(a) Values of x1 as a function of γ.

x1 so that s=0 and ueq = 0

x1 so that s=h and ueq = 0

x1 so that s=-h and ueq = 1

(b) Values of x1 as a function of γ.

Figure 17: Top: x1 and x2 value of the state that belongs to the sliding surface and
that has ueq=0. Center: x1 and x2 value of the state that belongs to the positive
hysteresis surface (defined by s = h) that has ueq = 0. Bottom: x1 and x2 value of
the state that belongs to the negative hysteresis surface (defined by s = −h). Values
of state variables as a function of sliding parameter γ. Blue for TSM controller, red
for FTSM controller.
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2.4.3 Hysteresis-based SM controller simulation results

Simulation results have been extracted from simulation with constant hysteresis
h = 2 · 104 (64) and system parameters from Table 1. Start-up simulation has been
realized with different sliding parameters values are simulated in order to prove
that non-compliance of existence condition is not critical for the sliding coefficients
designed. Figures 18a and 18b show start-up trajectory in phase plane for TSM
controller with different sliding parameter combinations. CSM and FTSM equiv-
alent simulations have been omitted for the sake of brevity, but CSM does fulfill
existence condition during sliding, and FTSM presents a very similar behavior as
TSM analized bellow.

In Fig. 18a it can be observed the first free transient from initial state to reaching
state, in particular to the switching state contained in the positive hysteresis switch-
ing surface (s=h). Then, first switching is done from u = 1 to u = 0. In previous
section it was found that the first reaching state does not fulfill existence condi-
tion, then the system commutates but continues behaving in reaching mode until it
reaches the negative hysteresis switching surface (s=-h). The second reaching state
fulfills existence condition for all controllers in the figure, therefore the system begins
sliding. Switching period is T = 10µs as the proper hysteresis is being used, then it
can be deduced that the case of γ = 0.2 is the fastest one as the system requires less
switchings to reach steady state. On the other hand, current and output voltage
oscillations for γ = 0.2 are much higher, as it can be observed in Fig. 18b. Then,
it is concluded that the controllers with γ = 0.44 (and the correspondent values of
other sliding parameters) designed by ideal analysis and simulation work well with
hysteresis. In conclusion, it is maintained the decision of using the designed sliding
coefficients (Table 2).

Same simulations as in the ideal control has been done for the case of continuous
control with hysteresis. Setup and Buck parameters (Table 1) are the same than the
ones presented in section 2.3, and it has been used the designed sliding coefficients
(Table 2) and the calculated hysteresis (64) . It is meant to simulate continuous
behavior of controller, then a maximum size step of 1 · 10−7 and a relative tolerance
of 1 · 10−6 are chosen. Performance of different SM controllers are distinguishable
by color; black trace refers to CSM , blue to TSM and red to FTSM controller.

From Fig. 19 is obtained that FTSM and TSM controllers are far faster than
CSM controller to reach steady state in all transients. CSM slower dynamics with
respect to other controllers can also be observed in Fig 20a and 20b; it requires a
higher number of switching operations to reach steady state. On the other hand,
although controllers have the same current overshoot during start-up as designed,
higher current overshoots are observed for FTSM and TSM controllers when v∗c or R
change. It is due to the fact that all controllers has been designed so as to have same
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(a) Complete start-up trajectory
(b) Zoom in steady state (0, 0), it can be
observed the limit circle around origin.

Figure 18: Plane-phase of system trajectory (red), sliding surface s = 0 (black)
and hysterisis bands s = ±h (blue) for three TSM controllers with different sliding
parameters values

reaching state in start-up, but FTSM and TSM reaching states of other transients
have higher x2 component than CSM controllers (figure 20b), and consequently high
current overshoots. Finally, Fig. 20c shows the faster dynamics of FTSM and TSM
controllers, as CSM controller is the only one that does not reach steady-state during
the time-interval observed. It is also important to note that, due to hysteresis, the
system is never really in steady-state, but it traces a limit and trajectory around
it. Nevertheless, it is not a motive of worry as it causes oscillations in output volt-
age with ∆vc ≈ 0.05V (being ∆vc < 0.01 · vc) and inductor current oscillations of
∆iL ≈ 4A.
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Figure 19: Complete non-ideal continuous simulation for CSM (black), TSM (blue)
and FTSM (red) controllers with constant hysteresis and γ = 0.44. Output volt-
age vc, reference output voltage v∗c and inductor current iL along simulation time.
Detailed zoom in relevant transition instants.
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(a) Start-up (t1 = 0, t2 = 1.5ms)
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(b) Reference output voltage transient
(t1 = 5ms, t2 = 6.5ms)
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(c) Load transient (t1 = 12.5ms, t2 = 12.6ms)

Figure 20: System plane-phase trajectories for non-ideal continuous simulation for
controllers CSM (black), TSM (blue) and FTSM (red). Time intervals chosen show
transient conditions due to start-up and Buck converter parameter changes. De-
signed hysteresis h = 2 · 104 used.
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3 Implementation

Once the control has been designed and theoretical ideal and non-ideal simulations
have been analyzed, controllers must be tested in implementation phase. Never-
theless, due to the high risk of testing the designed control directly into the Buck
converter (high currents and temperatures may break some delicate components)
realistic simulations have to be done, and the controller readjusted.

3.1 Topologic scheme and block diagram

Implementation consists on the following components and systems:

• Step-down power converter:
Buck converter is the system aimed to control, with input control u and output
state variables vc and ic measured. Its behavior as a function of control input
u is described in section 2.1. Its analog circuit includes time delays, losses and
interferences which are not considered in previous simulations.
It must be noted that although controller has been designed to work with
x2 = dvc(t)

dt
, this variable can not be measured directly unlike output voltage

vc. Due to controller sampling, calculating the discrete derivative numerically
would induce errors and add computation time. Therefore, capacitor current
ic is measured instead, and differential capacitor voltage can be obtained by

ideal capacitor expression
dvc(t)

dt
=

1

C
ic(t).

• Acquisition board:
It consists on analog filters and multipliers that convert analog signals vc and ic
so as to be measured by micro-controller Analog to Digital Converters (ADCs),
which have an input voltage range of measurement of (0,3)V. On the one hand,
converter output voltage vc is scaled with gain Gv = dfrac112, and high fre-
quency transistors switching interference is filtered (an other less important
noise and interference due to measurement). In conclusion, for acquisition
board input vc ∈ (0, 36)V , it is obtained a voltage output within the range
of (0,3)V less noisy. On the other hand, capacitor current ic is measured by
sensing transformer which includes a gain Gic = 0.081. This voltage signal
has no DC component, as capacitor current has no DC component either.
Therefore, acquisition board adds constant voltage of 1.5V to the signal to
center it to ADC input range of measurement. All in all, conversion from
input signal ic and acquisition board voltage output vic follows the expression
vic = 1.5 + Gic · ic, and output range (0, 3)V corresponds to input ic range
(−18.519, 18.519)A.
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• Micro-controller (µC): The µC used for control implementation is called
LaunchPadF28377S. It has been chosen because it includes programmable
modules of Pulse Width Modulator (PWM), Analog to Digital Converter
(ADC) and Digital to Analog Converters (DAC) necessary for the implemen-
tation. Moreover, it contains a Control Law Accelerator (CLA), which consists
on a processing module parallel to CPU. Working with both CLA and CPU
enables faster system response to the time-critical control designed. It has
also been taken into account that the chosen µC is initially programmable
with Matlab-Simulink.

– Analog to Digital Converter (ADC):
ADC converts input channel from volts (vin) to counts (vcounts). Number
of bits of ADC converter and acquisition window will define the precision
of the conversion. For the n = 12 bits ADC chosen configuration, voltage
within a range of (0,3)V is converted to counts, which can have a value
from 0 to 2n = 4096. Therefore, ideal ADC works as

vcounts = GADC · vin =
4096

3
· vin (65)

and provides a total resolution of

vresolution,vc =
1

Gvc ·GADC

= 8.79mV (66)

vresolution,ic =
2

Gic ·GADC

=
2

Gic ·GADC

= 9mA (67)

On the other hand, ADC acquisition window refers to the number of ADC
clock periods that has the time ADC is making the acquisition; and the
voltage converted is approximately the mean value of voltage values taken
during acquisition window. Due to the fact the control is time-critic, it
has been chosen the minimum acquisition value that guarantees good
performance of the module, which is 14.
ADC causes a sampling to data as it is not an instantaneous process. Both
inductor current and output voltage ADCs are synchronized to make the
conversion at same instant of time. ADC modules start converting when
there is a pulse on Start Of Conversion (SOC) input signal. Converted
data in counts can be read 200ns after SOC generation, that is to say,
there is a delay of 200ns since ADCs start conversion until the moment
converted data is written into an accessible memory register.

– Control Law Acceleraction (CLA) and CPU: CLA is the processing mod-
ule that realizes control signal calculation. When ADC conversion fin-
ishes, it reads the value converted and realizes all operations required to
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calculate u. Then, modifies ePWM module as required for the control.
Computation time is specially critical for the cases of TSM and FTSM
control, as CLA requires over 2µs to calculate xγ1 pow. Therefore, this
mathematical operation has had to be optimized by a direct lookup ta-
ble, which contains a long vector of x1γ solutions when varying x1. For
determined value of x1, the result of xγ1 is contained within the lookup
table vector in and index position which is calculated from x1 value by
a simple operation. Limitation of accessible CLA memory has limited
lookup table vector size, and consequently the resolution of x1 reaches
17.58 mV. Thanks to operation optimizations, CLA computation adds a
control delay of less than 650 ns.

– Pulse Width Modulator (PWM):
A detailed explanation of its operations will be added in following section,
as different configurations an working methods has been implemented.
For first tests, it reads the digital input value and compares it with an in-
tegral counter, which has been designed so as to go from value 0 to 100 in
T = 1µs. It provides a 0 or LOW when input is smaller than counter, and
1 or HIGH otherwise. It has to be highlighted that its operations require
over 50 ns, and output is connected as driver input. It can be observed
that operations since ADC stars converting since PWM generates the
control signal take less than 1µs (approximately 870 ns when measured).
It means the control objective of Tsampling = 1µs can be achieved in im-
plementation. PWM has been programmed so as to read its input each
micro-second, at the same instant the next ADC conversion starts. Both
modules are synchronized by auxiliary PWM with constant T = 1µs.

– Digital to Analog Converter (DAC): While DAC operation does not have
a function within control, it is very useful in order to analyse interme-
diate results obtained during CLA control signal calculation. It allows
the programmer to observe them by using the oscilloscope by converting
digital data in counts to scaled volts.

• Driver: Driver element is added into control loop in order to control Buck tran-
sistors as explained in section 2.1 given input signal u. To do so, driver adds
a gain to u signal, as transistor control is done with gate voltage. Moreover,
a secondary output signal with opposed evolution over time than the other
output. That is to say, when one output has high value, the other has low
value, and vice-versa. It would cause one transistor to operate on ON state
while the other has OFF state.
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Micro-controller modules used has to be chosen in accordance to acquisition
board pin distribution. Output voltage transformed signal is converted by ADC0
channel B, and inductor current related signal is the input of ADC0 channel A. Both
ADCs of them synchronized by SOC0 pulsed signal generated by ePWM1, before
referred as auxiliary PWM. ePWM7 closes the loop by generating control signal
from CLA computations.

DRIVER

vc

ic

Acquisition

boardADC

Step-down

power
converter

CLA

CPU

s vc

DAC

PWM

µCF28377S

Figure 21: Block diagram of control implementation on Buck step-down power con-
verter

In conclusion, it takes less than 1µs to obtain Buck system output variables and
to calculate and generate the control signal u. Therefore, SOC signals have been
programmed to cause a sampling period of Ts = 1µs. This small sampling period
has been the objective of multiple optimization tests of computing code so as to
get 10 samples of Buck output data each switching period of Tc = 10µs (desired
switching frequency is 100kHz, Table 1).

3.2 Control sampling

This far, only theoretical continuous control has been considered. On the contrary,
control implementation is in fact sampled due to acquisition, computation and re-
sponse delays as explained in previous section. As a consequence of sampling, control
performance will be slower and will carry quantitation errors.

Before implementing SM control into Buck converter, it is necessary to observe
the effect of sampling into the control. Performance is expected to be worse than
continuous ideal and non-ideal previous simulations. Sampling of 1 µs is simulated
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and hysteresis value is adjusted so as to get T ∗ = 10 µs (1). Simulations has been
made for CSM, TSM and FTSM controllers with γ = 0.44, relative tolerance of 1e-3,
ode23tb Simulink solver and simulation setup described in section 2.3.4.
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Figure 22: Discrete non-ideal simulation with hysteresis modulation with CSM
(black), TSM (blue) and FTSM (red) controllers. Results of output voltage vc
and inductor current iL over time.

Due to control delay caused by sampling, theoretical hysteresis can not be used,
as effective hysteresis will be far higher. Then, a modulator of hysteresis has been
implemented in simulations. It consists on an integral control of desired switching
period, which integrates switching period error and modifies hysteresis value conse-
quently. Integral control causes that when error tends to 0 then hysteresis reaches
a constant value, which is the optimum constant hysteresis unique for the discrete
control applied and the converter characteristics.

Some important results are obtained from simulation figures:

• FTSM controller is faster than TSM controller, and both of them have faster
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Figure 23: Discrete non-ideal simulation with hysteresis modulation with CSM
(black), TSM (blue) and FTSM (red) controllers. Results of Tswitching calculated
over time.

dynamics than CSM controller (Fig. 22). It is an expected result, obtained in
all system transitories.

• Highest oscillations are in inductor current are obtained for FTSM controller,
and TSM causes higher oscillations than CSM (Fig. 22, 24c). It is caused
because FTSM and TSM sliding surfaces has higher slope in phase plane close
to the origin when compared with CSM surface. Then, when it traces the
limit circle around origin, switching states in hysteresis surfaces have higher
x2 values, and consequently a higher iL.

• Hysteresis modulation technique allows having a mean switching period ap-
proximately equal to the desired 10µs. Nevertheless, it has instantaneous
variations of the order of 10% of its desired value (Fig. 23).

• Control has 2Tsampling = 2µs delay. That is to say, when system trajectory
is detected to locate out of hysteresis region (with s < −h or s > h) then
the control needs two2Tsampling in order to commute. Consequently, hysteresis
smaller than designed one (64) are needed so as to get mean T̄switching =
T ∗switching. Due to sampling, this switching will not be constant as desired, and
voltage and current oscillations will have oscillations with changing amplitude.

• Concept of efficace hysteresis is introduced in Fig. 25, and it corresponds to
the hysteresis seen when switching function s is observed. It is higher than the
hysteresis applied by controller due to switching delay. For first transient with
Buck parameters used during design, it is similar to ideal hysteresis designed
(64), as efficace hysteresis will determine switching period.
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(a) Start-up (t1 = 0, t2 = 1.5ms)
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(b) Reference output voltage transient
(t1 = 5ms, t2 = 6.5ms)
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(c) Load transient (t1 = 12.5ms, t2 = 12.6ms)

Figure 24: System plane-phase trajectories for non-ideal sampled simulation for
controllers CSM (black), TSM (blue) and FTSM (red). Time intervals chosen show
transient conditions due to start-up and Buck converter parameter changes. De-
signed hysteresis h = 2 · 104 used.

• As seen in first working conditions (t ∈ (0, 5ms) in Fig. 25) and (Fig. 22)
discrete controller works properly, with exception of variable Tswitching, as Buck
system has the parameters for which the controller was designed. Nevertheless,
when v∗c changes in t = 5ms then efficace hysteresis is not symmetric anymore
(Fig. 25), and it causes the system to not reach the desired output voltage
(Fig. 22). This drawback is more important with CSM controller, which has
a higher dependency on working conditions.

• Non-symmetrical efficace hysteresis is caused by different dynamics when u = 0
and u = 1. System dynamics is faster with u = 1 is faster than with u = 0.
Then, a the controller delay causes the system to commute from u = 1 to
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Figure 25: Discrete non-ideal simulation with hysteresis modulation with CSM (1st

subplot), TSM (2nd subplot) and FTSM (3rd subplot) controllers. Results of switch-
ing function s (blue) and positive and negative symmetric hysteresis ±h (yellow and
red) over time.
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u = 0 at higher absolute values of switching function s than when it switches
from u = 0 to u = 1. That is to say, the mean value of switching function s
is positive while it should be 0. Consequently, at working conditions different
from the designed ones, Buck system has a misplaced steady-state, and output
voltage does not reach the desired value. In particular, this consequence is
observable when v∗c = 12V in Fig. 22.

• Optimum hysteresis for discrete non-ideal SM controller decreases as the dy-
namics get faster. That is to say, for TSM and FTSM controllers the hysteresis
must be smaller than for CSM controller as switching function has a higher
increase of value during the delay of 2Tswitching.

• The convergence of CSM is observed to be slower for conditions different to
the ones it was designed for; TSM and FTSM are too fast to observe this
consequence. It can be noted comparing the convergence of CSM controller
between the first start up (t ∈ (0, 5ms), v∗c = 24V ) and the change of output
voltage reference (t ∈ (5ms, 8ms)). The convergence is faster for the first case,
which is the converter setup the controller was designed for.

In conclusion, sampling delay causes an effective hysteresis different to the one
applied by controller. Then, smaller hysteresis has to be applied by controller in
order to obtain the desired effective hysteresis and Tswitching mean equal to desired
T ∗switching. Nevertheless, this technique has several drawbacks as important instan-
taneous variations of Tswitching and non-symmetrical effective hysteresis that causes
misplacement of steady state. Moreover, controller with delay is very susceptible
to working conditions, that is to say, controller applied hysteresis has to change in
order to maintain Tswitching and effective hysteresis constant.

The main problem is that implementing variable hysteresis has a high computa-
tional cost, which is not possible to assume with small Tsampling = 1µs. Therefore,
another solution has been implemented which uses prediction into the switching
function. The main objective of this solution is to compensate sampling delay by
using prediction so as to obtain similar applied and effective hysteresis, constant
Tswitching and higher robustness of steady-state location to changes in Buck param-
eters.

3.3 Prediction and control duty modulation

As remarked in previous simulations, control closed loop has a delay of t = 2Tsampling =
2µs, which cause a high and undesired variability of Tswitching, non-symmetrical ef-
fective hysteresis and misplacement of steady-state. Then, switching function pre-
diction is proposed to deal with this problem. It is important to remember that
chosen prediction method must be simple because, as noted in section 3.1, CLA is
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already busy 870 ns from the total of Tsampling = 1µs. Due to this time-critical
characteristic of the control, linear prediction of switching function has been imple-
mented although only CSM has linear switching function over time on the phase
plane (15). As a delay of two periods of sampling has been observed, switching
function prediction is made two samples in advance, and it follows the equation

sk+2 = sk + 2m (68)

where the switching function slope m =
sk − sk−1
Tsampling

. As TSM and FTSM has non-

linear switching function, prediction is expected to work worse than for the case of
CSM controller.

Designed hysteresis (64) has been used during prediction simulated, as it is ex-
pected that applied and effective hysteresis values are approximately the same. In
prediction-based SM controller with hysteresis, control law (13) is applied not to sk
value but sk+2 predicted.

When only prediction is introduced, applied hysteresis can be higher, but vari-
ability in Tswitching remains due to sampling. From the designed prediction method,
when predicted s function to be outside hysteresis region within 2 sampling periods,
switching order is produced, controller makes the system commute at the beginning
of next sampling period. In conclusion, when controller predicts that the system will
require switching in some moment of following sampling period, it causes switching
just at the beginning of the next sampling period. It causes a changing Tswithing
with smaller mean switching period than desired. Therefore, modulation of control
duty is added to solve this consequence.

Previous explanation can be easily understood observing Fig. 26. In particular,
the analysis will be done for t ∈ (9.25, 9.30) · 10−4s. Initially, when t = 9.25 · 10−4s
converter is working with u = 1, and switching function s is increasing. At certain
sampled time (tk ≈ 9.27·10−4), controller computes the predicted switching function
value with 2Tsampling in advance and it is found that sk+2 > h. With no control duty
modulation, controller would change PWM state, which would be read and applied
at the beginning of next sampling period, that is to say, the system would commute
at tk+1. Nevertheless, as sk+1 < h at sampled time tk+1 and sk+2 > h at tk+2, the
system has s = h at some time t ∈ (tk+1, tk+2). In order to obtain desired T ∗switching,
the system must commute exactly when s = h. Consequently, duty is introduced
in control signal so as to make it commute at certain value of time with temporal
resolution of 1% of Tsampling. For instance, if the system is predicted to commute
at t = tk+1 + 0.1 · Tsampling, then control signed is configured to have 10% duty the
next sampling period to commute at the exact time desired.
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Previous duty modulation is done through the control of CMPA and CMPB
values of PWM module, plotted in Fig. 26. PWM counter goes from 0 to 100 value
in t = Tsampling, which is represented as a ramp over time in the figure. PWM
module is configured so that it does set action exactly when counter=CMPA, and
clear when counter=CMPB. As a consequence, to maintain u=1 during all Tsampling
it is set CMPA=2 and CMPB=102, for u=0 the complete Tsampling it is changed
CMPA=102 and CMPB=2, for obtaining computation from u = 1 to u = 0 it is
written CMPA=2 and CMPB∈ (2, 100) and for the switching from u = 0 to u = 1
it is used CMPA∈ (0, 100) and CMPB=102.
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Figure 26: Sampled simulation for CSM controller with fixed hysteresis (64) with
designed sliding parameter. Plots of switching function, hysteresis bands, CMPA,
CMPB, PWM counter and u over time.

Finally, it has been highlighted that prediction method have worse performance
with TSM and FTMS as this controllers has a non-linear switching surface, and
prediction method approximates s as linear over time. In Fig. 27 it can be compared
prediction and control duty modulation for all CSM, TSM and FTSM controllers.
As observable, for the case of CSM the trace of sk+2 predicts perfectly the state
of sk with 2 samples in advance, while the cases of TSM and FTSM controllers
include error in xk+2 calculation. It has been detected ”case 1” type of error, which
means that sk+2 is higher than it should be, and therefore switching is done too soon
when s < h. Conversely, ”case 2” type of error means sk+2 is subestimated and the
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switching is done too late, causing switching when s > h. Both cases will induce
small undesired variations of Tswitching.
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Figure 27: Temporal evolution of discrete and sampled switching function sk and
predicted switching function with 2 samples in advance sk+2.

Finally, when complete simulation is done for the case of sampled controller with
designed hysteresis (64), sliding and Buck parameters from tables 1 and 2 and typ-
ical simulation setup, the results from Fig. 28 are obtained. Nevertheless, more
suprising results are obtained in Fig. 29 and Fig. 30.

On the one hand, Fig 29 shows the different behavior of switching function when
the system is in reaching or sliding mode. CSM controller does good predictions
because its switching function is linear, and therefore effective and applied hys-
teresis are very similar. Consequently, in Fig. 30 it is obtained a quasi constant
Tswitching = T ∗switching for the Buck design parameters (t ∈ (0, 5)ms). On the con-
trary, TSM and FTSM controllers show better prediction during sliding than during
limit circles around steady state. For instance, for TSM controller in Fig. 29 it is
observed that when t ∈ (0, 3.5) · 10−4 system behaves in sliding mode and effective
hysteresis is similar to applied hysteresis. But for t ∈ (3.5, 7) · 10−4 system is in free
trajectory around steady state, prediction has more error because switching function
is less linear than in sliding mode and applied hysteresis differs from effective one.

In Fig. 30 it can be observed that degradation on prediction exactness due
to the lost of lineality of TSM and FTSM switching surfaces causes variability of
Tswitching, which has the right mean value for design conditions of converter, but in-
stantaneous changes of period. Nevertheless, changes in Tsampling are far smaller for
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CSM and TSM controllers than without prediction neither control duty modulation.

All in all, in order to obtain similar effective hysteresis of all controllers in steady-
state, hysteresis applied by controller must be different as prediction is better for
CSM than for TSM and FTSM. So as to get same effective hysteresis, and same
Tswithing = 10µs, it has been applied hCSM = 2.16 · 104, hTSM = 1.58 · 104 and
hFTSM = 1.38 · 104.
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Figure 28: Discrete and sampled simulation for CSM (black), TSM (blue) and FTSM
(red) controllers using fixed hysteresis, prediction and control duty modulation.
Results of output voltage vc and inductor current iL over time. Disconinue hysteresis
lines represent effective hysteresis in steady-state.
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4 Experimentation

Experimentation phase consists in applying designed control on real Buck Converter.
So far it has been realized ideal simulations, continuous simulations with hysteresis
and discrete simulations with hysteresis adding sampling. All tests have confirmed
that the designed sliding parameters are adequate for Buck converter system, and
switching function prediction has been proposed in order to avoid sampling conse-
quences into control. Implementation setup is described in section 3.1, and it will
be detailed in following sections.

4.1 Power stage implementation

Step-down
power

converter

µCF28377S

Acquisition
board

Figure 31: Capture of power and control stage implementation.

Power stage implementation has been done following Buck parameters of Table
1, and it can be observed in Fig 31. Power circuit voltage input is provided by
a variable voltage source, and input control is transformed in order to obtain two
signals. This signals are connected to two transistor gates, and have opposed values
so that when one transistor conducts, the other does not. Inductor had to be resized
as it saturated when there where high current overshoots, and a security system
between control and power stage has been added for the sake of µC protection.
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4.2 Control stage implementation

Control stage implementation can be described as connected systems or blocks, and
their functionalities have been already described in section 3.1. All discrete con-
trol calculations and processes done during control stage have been programmed
in C using Simulink Code Composer, and optimized using Code Composer Studio
(CCS). Control programme is compiled and sent to µC, and control operations are
done by CLA with Tsampling = 1µs. Moreover, control signal is sent to power stage
by ePWM7, and some DAC signals are configured in order to show predicted and
instantaneous switching function.

4.3 Tests

All figures in Test section are captured using the oscilloscope configuration as indi-
cates the table bellow:

Table 3: Tests oscilloscope configuration

Channel Color Signal Scale (V/div) Bandwidth (MHz)

1 yellow control signal u 2 10

2 green output voltage vc 5 10 (1)

3 purple sliding function s 2 20

4 blue scaled capacitor current 0.5 10(1)

Moreover, in all figures showing temporal evolution of signals, it has been con-
figured two temporal zooms: left zoom corresponds to startup transient, right zoom
shows steady-state condition.

As for the ideal prediction effective and imposed hysteresis are equal, all tests
are done with h = 1.1 · 104, which is approximately the effective hysteresis observed
in simulations of section 3.2. It can be observed that, for this value of hysteresis,
obtained Tswitching is close to the desired value.
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Conventional Sliding Mode Controller

CSM controller tests have been done for constant hysteresis h = 2.2 · 104 as de-
signed. For converter parameters of table 1, it is obtained in Fig. 33 a start-up
convergence time of 600µs approximatelly. Moreover, current overshoot of 14A is
detected (higher than 12A of ideal controller). When represented through DAC
signal, sampled switching function shows a linear behavior and steady Tswitching
slightly higher than desired 10µs due to delays and computation errors. Small out-
put voltage overshoot is also observed due to acquisition phase. Finally, it has to
be highlighted that convergence time for working conditions of no load connected in
Fig. 32 is t = 800ns approximately, higher than in the case of R = 10Ω commented
before because controller has been designed for load of R = 10Ω.

Figure 32: Test of CSM controller with λ = 5.0673 · 103 and no load connected.
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Figure 33: Test of CSM controller with λ = 5.07 · 103 and load of value R = 10Ω.

Terminal Sliding Mode Controller

TSM controller has been implemented for both no load and R = 10Ω working situa-
tions with hysteresis=1.7·104. Firstly, it is direct to observe through tests that TSM
controller has a faster convergence time than conventional controller. In particular,
it is found convergence time of 320ns approximately for both situations of no load
connected and R = 10Ω. In Fig. 34 and 35 it can be observed a change of effec-
tive hysteresis due to the better prediction observed in previous sections. Moreover,
specially for the case of no load connected there is a negative overshoot in inductor
current, which has been attributed to acquisition phase. Finally, although difficult
to observe, TSM switching function is found slightly curve, not as clearly linear as
for CSM.

It has to be highlighted that TSM tests gave poor results for designed surface
as oscillations around steady state were far higher than expected. It was caused by
the fact that switching surface slope was too high, and system loosed sliding mode
more far from steady-state than expected. To solve this problematic, for range
x1 ∈ (−1, 1)V , sliding surface has been linealized using γ = 1. That is to say, its
convergence time has been increased by making switching surface linear close to the
origin in order to decrease limit circle trajectory around steady state. This modi-
fication of sliding surface conserves its continuity in phase plane, but causes a step
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to its derivative as a function of x1. This change of trajectory slope can be cearly
observed in t=300ns (considering start-up initiates at t=0) in Fig. 35.

FTSM controller has not been implemented due to the fact that its sliding sur-
face should be linealized as well for states close to origin in phase plane. Its main
advantage is the high convergence time due to the higher slope close to the origin.
If it must be linealized, similar results to TSM test would be obtained.

As for Tswitching it is very similar to 10µs for design case of R = 10Ω, but its
mean value has an important decrease for no load working condition. As expected
from simulations of previous section, mean value of Tswitching depends on working
condition, and the desired value is only reached for design parameters of converter.

Figure 34: Test of TSM controller with λ = 2.98 · 104, γ = 0.44 and no load
connected.
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Figure 35: Test of TSM controller with λ = 2.98 · 104, γ = 0.44 and load of value
R = 10Ω.

Phase plane comparative between CSM and TSM controllers

Finally, previous test are represented in phase plane in order to make a more accu-
rate comparative between them. R = 10Ω case of Fig. 36 will be analyzed firstly. As
trajectory of start-up transient is represented in phase plane, it is direct to observe
the sliding surface curve of both controllers, which is the mid-value of its trajectory
with hysteresis. Then, it is clear to distinguish CSM linear sliding surface (blue
trace in figure) to the curved sliding surface (white trace). Moreover, if observed
in detail, it can be noted that, close to the origin, sliding surface has a change of
slope, which is caused by the linear range of switching surface. Furthermore, it can
be observed that TSM does reach the steady state, while CSM ends the transient
at x1 < 0, concretely when vc = 23.5V . It does not mean CSM is worse than TSM,
but that more fine adjustment has to be done so as to get desired output voltage
in steady-state. All in all, it has been proved to be less robust than TSM. Finally,
slightly different current overshoots has been detected as, although TSM controller
applies smaller hysteresis that CSM, its prediction exactitude is worse

Case of no load connected is also studied. For same reasons of previous case,
different current overshoots are detected, with worse performance of TSM when
compared with previous case. Consequently, it can be deduced prediction is better
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for converter parameters used during design. Furthermore, for first 5 switchings of
TSM is observed higher effective hysteresis; prediction has carried more errors than
in previous case of R = 10Ω. In addition, steady-state has changed; change in load
effects steady state as it moves limit circle. As observed in ideal simulations, TSM
oscillations around steady-state are higher, as it is the robustness against working
conditions changes. Nevertheless, as in previous case, controller should be calibrated
more exactly so as to move steady-state.

Figure 36: Comparative phase plane of previous CSM (blue) and TSM (white) tests.
Load of R = 10Ω.
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Figure 37: Comparative phase plane of previous CSM (white) and TSM (blue) tests.
No load connected
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5 Conclusions

In the present work, it has been established a design and implementation method for
several SM controllers (first order SM control, terminal SM control and fast-terminal
SM control) in a DC/DC Buck power converter. The controller parameters are de-
signed to fulfill the specifications of maximum inductor current, desired switching
period and output voltage regulation. Moreover, terminal and fast-terminal SM
controllers provide a finite time convergence to steady-state, unlike the conventional
SM controller.

On the one hand, sliding parameters of SM controllers are found by setting
maximum inductor current in the start up and the compliance of defined reaching,
existence and stability conditions. For TSM and FTSM controllers, the sliding pa-
rameters are chosen by finding a compromise between minimum convergence time
and existence condition fulfillment. Finally, design method for hysteresis constant
value has been applied in order to obtain the desired Tswitching for continuous con-
trollers.

On the other hand, it has been analyzed the control deterioration due to sam-
pling process, which causes high variability of Tswitching and a misplacement of cycle
limit in state-phase, which causes an output voltage error in steady-state. Imple-
mentation methods of switching function prediction and duty cycle modulation have
been implemented as a solution for reducing Tswitching variations and for getting a
null steady state error in output voltage.

It has also been demonstrated that SM control with Tsampling = 1µs is possible
when using an embedded standard micro-controller device, accessible through non-
expensive evaluation board.

Finally, Simulink simulations and experimental tests have been realized and good
performance have been observed for all designed SM controllers.

In conclusion, optimum control design and implementation methods have been
found for all CSM, TSM and FTSM controllers. Nevertheless, it must be highlighted
that applying this methods into CSM controller has been easier due to CSM sim-
plicity. Then, TSM and FTSM have to be carefully designed and implemented if
good performance in terms of convergence time and changing working conditions
robustness is desired. On the contrary, if time convergence requirement is more
relaxed but a constant switching period is required, CSM is preferable and simple
to design an implement.
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